Daniel Haggett
DoP / Lighting Cameraman
Tel: 07905 333 514
Email: daniel@danielhaggett.com
Web: www.danielhaggett.com
Experience
I have been working in television since 1999 on a range of programmes
from documentaries, reality shows, entertainment and observational
documentaries. I am a Canon C300 owner operator, although happy to
shoot on any format.
Recent Credits
Extreme Homes
HGTV USA
DoP
A programme about the world’s top architecturally interesting homes. Season
3 and 4.
Secret Knowledge
BBC4
DoP
Arts strand. Authored films with experts revealing their favorite hidden artistic
treasures.
Bang Goes the Theory
BBC1
Lighting Cameraman
Prime time BBC1 strand. Presenter led, science and technology programme.
Gold Rush
Raw TV, Discovery
USA DoP
Season 3 of the highest rating show in the history of the Discovery Channel.
Gold Rush follows a team of miners risking everything to escape the
recession and make it big in the Klondike. Shot in the Yukon and Alaska.
Horizon: Out of Control?
BBC2
Lighting Cameraman
This programme takes a look at the processes that are at work in our
unconscious. We all think that we are in control of what we are doing, but
according to scientists, a lot of our decision-making goes on at an
unconscious level.

Horizon: How to survive a Car Crash
BBC2
Lighting Cameraman
This episode looks into the damage car accidents can cause the human
body, and how some car manufacturers are greatly reducing these risks
using ground breaking scientific and technological discoveries.
Children In Need
BBC1
Lighting Cameraman
VT insert. Alesha Dixon takes a trip around an economically depressed area
of South Wales, looking for disadvantage youths and inviting them along to
a local youth project partly funded by the charity.
Ring of Fire
Pioneer, History Channel
USA Lighting Cameraman
The Ring of Fire is part of the Emmy Award winning series "How the Earth
Was Made". The Ring of Fire follows top US geologists to the volcanoes that
line the pacific rim, discovering evidence that helps to explain the creation of
the earth as we know it today.
Animal Cops Miami
Cameraman / Director
ITV Studios, Animal Planet USA
Animal Cops Miami is a long running observational documentary series
following various agencies rescuing animals across Florida. Shot on HD
XDCAM the programme includes a variety of both wild and domestic
animals: from alligators and snakes in the Everglades to fighting pit bull dogs
in Miami's ganglands.
Massacre at Virginia Tech
Lighting Cameraman
ORTV, BBC 2
Multi award winning programme, Massacre at Virginia Tech is a thought
provoking documentary about the psychology of the Korean student, who
shot and killed 32 of his fellow students and injured many others before
committing suicide. Critics choice of the week - Sunday Times.
Additional information:
I-visa for working in USA
Clean driving license
	
  

